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Objective

• To develop a new parametric TC pressure-wind 
profile model for accurately depicting surface 
pressure profiles corresponding to the complex TC 
wind profiles that exhibit single- and dual-maximum 
concentric-eyewall tangential wind peaks.

Introduction

• Intense tropical cyclones (TCs) have been observed 
to exhibit, well-defined wind maxima during an eye 
replacement cycle.  The cycle is often accompanied 
by significant fluctuations (i.e., intial weakening 
followed by reintensification) in maximum wind speed 
and central surface pressure.

Future Plan

Plan to fit the parametric tropical cyclone pressure-wind profile 
model to the profiles of flight-level wind and pressure data.

Methodology

• To tailor the Wood and White (2011) parametric wind 
profile model for TC applications.

• A model gradient wind (Vg) from a cyclostrophic wind 
(Vc) approximation formulated in terms of a 
cyclostrophic Rossby number (Rc):

• To isolate the complex tangential wind distributions in 
the inner and outer vortex configurations, we partition 
a total cyclostrophic wind profile into the primary (Vp) 
and secondary (Vs) tangential wind profiles:

• where the meaning of each term is discussed in the 
paper.

Methodology (Cont’d)

• A total surface pressure (Ptot=Psfc) corresponding to 
the radial profiles of the total (summed) cyclostrophic
winds can be partitioned into two different pressure 
components:

where Pe is the environmental pressure, the subscript 
(p) refers to the primary concentric-eyewall profile, 
and (s) to the secondary concentric-eyewall profile.

• Partitioned central surface pressure deficits for two 
peak tangential wind profiles are given as:

Conclusions

• The shape velocity parameters play a vital role in modulating all portion of the cyclostrophic/gradient wind profile.

• When a TC with a single-maximum eyewall tangential wind profile evolves to the TC with a dual-maximum eyewall
tangential wind profile, a surface pressure profile falls prior to the onset of the ERC, even if the primary wind maximum 
and radius of the maximum remains unchanged.

• As an inner eyewall collapses after the inception of the ERC, the central surface pressure will increase only when the 
pressure rise due to the inner eyewall’s deterioration is greater than the pressure fall due to the outer eyewall’s
continuing intensification.  When the outer eyewall becomes a new inner eyewall, the central surface pressure 
associated with the inner eyewall continues to fall if the storm intensifies again.

• For an intense TC with a  well-defined, dual-maximum concentric eyewall structure, a “dip” or “kink” in the composite 
surface profile stems from a product of two partitioned profiles of the primary and secondary surface pressures, always 
occurring just inside the radii of the well-defined, secondary tangential wind maxima.
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Model parameters are given which produced different

radial profiles of tangential wind for four experiments

Tropical Cyclone Simulation

• Figure 1 presents a change of a TC structure of cyclostrophic/gradient wind and 
surface pressure profiles when a single-maximum concentric-eyewall tangential wind 
evolves to a developing dual-maximum concentric-eyewall tangential wind profiles.

Key findings are given as follows:

1. After the formation of a secondary eyewall (Vs profile), the radial distribution of Pp in 
hurricane B has fallen considerably (gray downward-pointing arrow connecting the 
gray curve to the black short-dashed curve in Fig. 1d).

2. Radial profile of zero Vs profile is flat inside r = 35 km (long-dashed curve) and 
causes the Ps profile to become flat inside 70 km.

3. The product  of Pp and Ps causes the central surface pressure to plummet from 967 
hPa in hurricane A to 915 hPa in hurricane B.

4. The weak appearance of “dip” at approximately at r =80 km (black arrow pointing 
upward) results from the product (shown in #3 above).

5. There is a striking similarity between the radial profiles of model tangential wind and 
pressure and also of the flight-level tangential wind and 700 hPa geopotential height 
observed by aircraft in Hurricane Allen (1980), as shown by orange arrows.

FIG. 1

FIG. 2

Flight-level profiles of tangential 
wind and isobaric height in 
Hurricane Allen on 9 August 
1980 at 2031 GMT.  After 
Willoughby et al. (1982).

• Figure 2 presents a change of a TC structure of cyclostrophic/gradient wind and surface pressure profiles when major 
hurricanes C and D with dual-maximum tangential winds undergo an eye replacement cycle (ERC).

Key findings are given as follows:

1. As hurricane D’s secondary eyewall becomes fully developed, the primary tangential wind (Vp) collapses.  This wind 
change causes Ptot to rise from 912 hPa (Fig. 2c) to 942 hPa (Fig. 2d) within the eye, thereby reducing the total central 
pressure deficit (∆Ptot).

2. The central surface pressure increases only when the Pp rise due to the weakening of the inner eyewall exceeds the Ps

fall due to the strengthening of the outer eyewall (Willoughby et al. 1982).

3. The already strong Vs increases further and the wind maximum slowly contracts toward the storm center, thereby 
deepening the Ps fall in order to keep the Ptot from further rising (not shown).

4. The old Vs profile associated with the old outer eyewall now becomes the new Vp profile associated with the new inner 
eyewall.

5. The Pp profile (gray curves in Figs. 2c,d) would exist only for a TC having a single-maximum concentric-eyewall
tangential wind (for example, Figs. 1a,c) prior to the onset of the ERC.

6. The bended profiles of Ptot at about 65 and 45 km from the storm center (i.e., “dip” or “kink”) are prominent (see 
upward-pointing arrows in Figs. 2c,d), occurring just inside the radii of the well-defined, secondary tangential wind 
maxima.


